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IN THE SUPREME COURT
STATE OF FLORIDA

CASE NUMBER SC19-

HECTOR SANCI{EZ-TORRES

Petitioner,

MARK INCH, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS, et. al.

Respondent.

PETITION FOR WRIT OF FIABEAS CORPUS
(DEATH PENALTY CASE)

PETITIONER, HECTOR SANCIßZ-TORRES petitions this Court for a

writ of habeas corpus and alleges as follows:

JTruSDICTION: This Court has jurisdiction of death penalty cases where

there is allegations of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel. See, e.g.,

Rutherford v. Moore,774 So.2d 637 (F1a.2000). Moreover, habeas corpus has

been held to be a remedy in situations where the elements of the offense are not

alleged in the charging document. See State v. Gray,435 So.2d 816 (Fla. 1983).

Therefore this Court has jurisdiction of all matters raised in this petition.

FACTS UPON WHICH THIS PETITION IS BASED: This is a petition

for writ of habeas co{pus alleging ineffective assistance of appellate counsel and
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other fundamental errors made in Mr. Sanchez-Torres' case. Mr. Sanchez-Torres

entered a plea of an undetermined type. See Argument III, infra. Days later, he

waived his right to have a jury participate in the sentencing process. Circuit Judge

Skinner sentenced Mr. Sanchez-Torres to death. Per Florida law, his case was

directly appealed to this Court.

The defense argued two issues on appeal. They were:

..ISSUE ONE
Whether Mr. Sanchez's plea to premeditated first-degree murder was
involuntarily entered when he was never explained the elements of the
charges; where his counsel misunderstood the Enmund-Tison
analysis; where his plea waived the Enmund-Tison analysis; he was
not informed the court could sentence him to death without a finding
that he was the shooter; where it is not clear whether Sanchez pleaded

to both premeditated and felony murder; and where Sanchez and his
counsel adamantly disputed that he was the shooter, had possession of
a frrearm, or even knew a killing would take place?

..ISSUE T\MO
Whether the trial court erred when it refused to consider Mr.
Sanchez's polygraph test results and did not give the age mitigating
circumstance substantial or great weight?"

In Sanchez-Torues v. State,130 So.3d 661 (Fla. 2013), this Court denied relief as to

both issues. Id. After certiorari review was denied by the United States Supreme

Court, the case was returned to the circuit court for post-conviction litigation.

Post-conviction relief was denied by the Circuit Court and a notice of appeal was

filed with this Court eventually. Since post-conviction counsel was unqualified to

handle Mr. Sanchez-Torres' case, the appeal of the denial of post-conviction relief
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was assigned to undersigned counsel. Upon reviewing the disastrous record and

missed issues by prior counsel, the undersigned moved to remand to the lower

court for further proceedings. As of this date, this Court has not ruled on that

motion. In an order dated February 1I,2019, this Court said extensions of time

would only be granted in the event of "medical emergency." The failure to rule on

the pending motion coupled with the lack of a "medical emergency" results in the

simultaneous filing of Mr. Sanchez-Torres' appeal of the denial of his 3.851

motion and this Habeas Corpus Petition. Counsel is not withdrawing his motion to

remand, attached as Appendix A to this Petition.

NATURE OF RELIEF SOUGHT: Petitioner seeks to either withdraw his

plea; withdraw his waiver ofjury sentencing; order a new sentencing; or remand

with directions to sentence the Petitioner to life imprisonment.

ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF'PETITION:

ISSUE I - THE INDICTMENT WAS LEGALLY INSUT'FICIENT TO
CHARGE A CAPITAL OFFENSE AND MORE FUNDAMENTALLY THE
INDICMENT, TO THE EXTENT THE GOVERNMENT ALLEGES IT
CHARGES A CAPITAL OFFENSE, VIOLATES ARTICLE I, SECTION
ls(Ð oF THE FLORTDA CONSTTTUTTON

The grand jury in this case did not find the existence of aggravators. See

Appendix B (The Indictment). The defense did not move to bar the State from

seeking the death penalty despite this lack of a finding of essential elements by the
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The defense should have moved to bar the State from seeking the death

penalty as Article I, Section 15(a) of the Florida Constitution states that only a

grand jury can charge a capital offense. The United States Supreme Court has

clearly found that aggravators are elements of a capital offense.

The indictment in the instant case fails to allege the aggravating elements

that would expose the Defendant to a capital penalty. As it reads, it outlines the

elements of a non-capital first degree murder. To the extent the State seeks a

sanction beyond a life sentence upon a conviction as charged, the indictment is

constitutionally insufficient. The State of Florida lacks the initial authority to

decide whether to seek a capital penalty against a citizen of this State. The State

only has the authority to decline to seek a capital penaþ following a grand jury

indictment containing the elements necessary to seek a capitalpenalty. The State's

method for seeking a death sentence here is to take a grand jury indictment that

does not allege the necessary elements to death qualiff the Defendant and then,

without the input of a grand jury, issue a notice of intent to seek the death penalty

alleging elements they believe make the defendant death eligible. The State has

usurped the power grand juries have in capital cases as provided for in our state

constitution.

To understand the Defendant's argument, it is necessary to briefly review

the history of the death penalty in Florida as it relates to homicide as well as the
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historic roles ofjuries in general and grand juries in particular. V/ith regard to the

death penalty in Florida, from the State's inception until 1882, allegations of

homicide were governed by statutes such as Chapter 55, Section 1 and2, Florida

Statutes:

"Chapter 55, Section 1: Homicide

The killing of a human being without the authority of law, by
poison, shooting, stabbing or any other means, or in any other manner,
is either murder, manslaughter, or excusable or justifiable homicide,
according to the facts and circumstances of each case.

"Chapter 55, Section 2: Murder in the first degree

Such killing, when perpetrated from a premeditated design to
effect the death of the person killed, or any human being, shall be
murder in the first degree, and the person who shall be convicted of
the same shall suffer the punishment of death. When perpetrated by
any act imminently dangerous to others, and evincing a depraved
mind, regardless of human life, although without a premeditated
design to effect the death of the individual, it shall be murder in the
second degree, and shall be punished by imprisonment in the State
penitentiary for life. When perpetrated without any design to effect
death, by a person engaged in the commission of any felony, it shall
be murder in the third degree and shall be punished by imprisonment
in the state penitentiary not less than seven years."

McClellan, James F. ("Compiler") A Digest of the Laws of the State of Florida

From the vear One Thousand Eisht Hundred and Twenty-Two to the Eleventh Day

of March. One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty One Inclusive, Tallahassee,

Florida, Floridian Book and Job Office, 1881, pp: 350-351. The only discussion of
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mercy as far as death sentences were concerned appeared at Chapter 87, Section

19, which provided:

"Commutation of Punishment

"'Whoever is convicted of a capital offense and recommended to the
mercy of the court by a majority of the jury in their verdict, shall be
sentenced to imprisonment in the State prison for life, with or without
solitary confinement, atthe discretion of the court."

Mclellan atpage 448.

This remained the case when the Florida Statutes were revised at various

times over the years. The language was changed slightly. See, e.g., Henry v. Støte,

22 5o.652 (FLa.1897). See also, 919.23, Section Florida Statutes (1961)

þroviding the same scheme, except addressing the scenario where the judge is the

trier of fact as opposed to the jury). All of the elements of first-degree murder

were outlined in the statute and averdict of guilt as to that charge dictated a death

sentence in the absence of a majority finding by the jury to the contrary. The

decision to vote for or against mercy was part of the same deliberative process that

resulted in the guilty verdict. During this 134-year eta, the "default" position was

a death sentence under Florida law.

In the aftermath of the U.S. Supreme Court nine-opinion plurality in Furman

v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 239 (1972), this default position changed. Florida adopted

what could be construed as a default-life position. After a verdict on the

underlying charge, there would be a second proceeding where aggravating and
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mitigating factors were weighed and the jury would make the recommendation

they previously made in the verdict portion of their deliberations. Proof of at least

one aggravating factor was a required predicate to trigger eligibility for the death

penalty. In all cases pre-Furman) aî indictment would contain each of the

elements of the offense of first degree premeditated murder andlor first-degree

felony murder. Aggravating factors did not exist. The underlying offense was

sufficiently "aggravated" to provoke imposition of a death sentence.

With regard to the roles ofjuries and grand juries in Florida, indictment by

grand jury is the constitutionally mandated predicate for seeking the death penalty.

Article I, Section 15(a), tlorida Constitution.l It is the province of the grand jury

in Florida to determine whether the power of the State to take a life is to be

utilized. The Florida Constitution grants no such authority to state attorneys.

The role ofjuries as triers of fact came under attack in the statutes that

resulted in cases such as Apprendi, Ring, and Hursr. The post-Furmanlegislative

efforts in Florida may have solved an Eighth Amendment problem and in its place

created a Sixth Amendment problem. The courts have now intervened and

I The prior iterations of this constitutional provision all provided for participation
by a grand j.rry in the decision to indict for capital murder. See., Article I, Section
10, Florida Constitution (1838); Article I, Section 16, Florida Constitution (1865);
Article I, Section 8, Declaration of Rights, Florida Constitution (1868); Article I,
Section 10, Declaration of Rights, Florida Constitution (1885).
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invalidated the unconstitutional intrusions into the province ofjuries. On the

whole, the role of the trial jury is being restored.

The same cannot be said for the province of the grand jury in Florida

however. A grand jury indictment is a limitation on the scope of the prosecution

that follows. It is axiomatic that a prosecutor cannot prosecute a crime greater than

what is contained in the grand jury indictment.2 The grand jury in the instant case

did not make findings of aggravating elements within the four corners of the

individual counts alleging basic first degree premeditated murder or felony murder

in this case. Absent aggravating elements, the maximum sentence for either

offense is life in prison. Justice Story, in his Commentaries on the Constitution 3:

Section 1779, wrote "thatthe grand jury perform most important public functions;

and are a great security to the citizens against vindictive prosecutions, either by the

government, or by political partisans, or by private enemies." The practice in the

instant case and in many cases in Florida divests grand jurors of this critical public

function

2ln l662,EIizabeth Seager was found guilty in Connecticut but spared execution.
Her conviction for witchcraft and other offenses was overturned based on the
guilty verdict going beyond what was charged in the indictment. See Taylor, John,
The Witchcraft Delusion in Colonial Connecticut. 1647-1697, Graflon Press, New
York, 1908. pp.l52-3. In colonial America, even when the evidence supported the
verdict, a citizen could not be convicted for a charge not outlined in the indictment.
See Chapin, Bradley, Criminal Justice in Colonial America 1606-1660, University
of Georgia Press, 2010, page 33.
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Based on the decisions by the U.S. and Florida Supreme Courts in the Hurst

cases, capital murder consists of elements beyond the mere allegation of first-

degree premeditated murder or first-degree felony murder under Section

782.04(I)(a), Florida Statutes. Such a statute does not currently exist. Only a

statute meeting that criteria can survive constitutional attack. Even if this were not

true and the Hurst decisions change aggravating circumstances into elements of the

offense via judicial decree, the grand jury indictment in this case is still fatally

defective.

Of additional consequence is the fact our constitutional jurisprudence

requires atrial including not only the traditional elements of murder, but to trigger

a penalty recommendation phase, there must be a finding in the guilt phase of an

element that makes the Defendant "death eligible." A later recommendation phase

would take the aggravated guilt finding and have the jury weigh the aggravator(s)

against whatever mitigating factors are determined to exist by the jury. This

accurately reflects the historical trial process consisting of a guilt phase that is

completed in its entirety prior to proceeding to the issue of an appropriate sentence.

Our state's current protocol is a partial guilt phase and ahybrid guillmercy stage.

Once one considers aggravating factors as elements of the offense, the very thing

the post-Furman version of the death penalty statutes were in part trying to avoid

(merging of guilt and mercy stages) is completely subverted.
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Chief Justice John Roberts, though dissenting in Alleyne v. United States,

133 S.Ct. 2157,186 L.Ed.2d3I4 (2013), wrote a brief and accurate summary of

the Court's recent jurisprudence on the issue of the right to jury trial:

"In a steady stream of cases decided over the last 15 years, this Court
has sought to identi$r the historical understanding of the Sixth
Amendment jury trial right and determine how that understanding
applies to modern sentencing practice. Our key sources in this task
have been l9th-century treatises and common law cases
identiffing which facts qualified as "elementsoo of a crimeo and
therefore had to be alleged in the indictment and proved to a jury
beyond a reasonable doubt. [citations omitted]. With remarkable
uniformity, those authorities provided that an element was "whatever
is in law essential to the punishment sought to be inflicted." 1 J.

Bishop, Criminal Procedure 50 (2d ed.1872); see also Apprendi,
supra, at 489, n. 15, 120 S.Ct. 2348 (" '[Tlhe indictment must
contain an allegation of every fact which is legally essential to the
punishment to be inflicted' " [emphasis added].

Roberts, CJ, (concurring), 133 S.Ct. at2l68. If an element is oowhatever is in law

essential to the punishment sought to be inflicted," then the failure to allege what

the Florida Legislature alternately refers to as "circumstances" and now "factors"

in an indictment and even more fundamentally failing to submit those very same

elements (or circumstances...or factors) to a grand jury makes the underlying

indictments fatally flawed to the extent the State of Florida sought and still seeks to

use them as a vehicle to pursue the death penalty.

The inescapable conclusion one gleans from the decisions cited here is that a

death penalty statute meeting constitutional muster would require the legislature

create the heretofore non-existent crime of 'oaggravated f,rrst degree murder," i.e.
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murder with an aggravator.3 A citizen cannot be prosecuted for a non-existent

cnme The Defendant acknowledges prior cases from the Florida Supreme Court,

such as Vining, v. State, 637 So.2d 921 (FIa. 1994) Winkles v. State, 894 So.2d 842

(Fla. 2005) and Doorbal v. State,837 So.2d 940 (2003), that reject the idea that

aggravating "circumstances" must be charged in the indictment. Those cases are

no longer good law as we now know what the Court characterized (as did the

legislature) as "circumstances" now must be "elements" of the offense, and

therefore fall under the requirements of Article I, Section 15(a) and the panoply of

U.S. Supreme Court cases requiring elements be announced by statute, alleged in

an indictmenta and proven beyond a reasonable doubt to a jury. Vining, Winkles,

3 This is really no different than the permutations of any other criminal statute.
Take trespass for example. Under Section 810.08, Florida Statutes, trespass in a
structure or conveyance is a second degree misdemeanor. 810.08(2)(a). If you add
the element of a human being in the structure or conveyance it is a misdemeanor of
the hrst degree. 810.08(2)(b). If the offender is armed with a firearm while in the
structure or conveyance it is a third degree felony. 810.08(2)(c). If the trespass
occurred with the intent to commit a felony inside the structure, the even harsher
penalties provided for under Section 810.02 are triggered. Like the trespass
statutes, the penalties become harsher with the addition of each aggravating
element.

There is nothing particularly novel about any of this. What is unique is the
distinction between the statutory scheme described above and the procedure for
imposing capital punishment. Even the homicide statutes themselves proceed with
harsher penalties based on clearly delineated elements, until one arrives at the first-
degree murder statute. There is a life sentence version of first-degree murder, but
there are no legislatively created'oelements" for caprtal murder.
a Costello v. (Jnited States,350 U.S. 359,363,76 S.Ct. 406, 100 L.Ed. 397 (1956).
An indictment is facially valid if it, first,'ocontains the elements of the offense
charged and fairly informs a defendant of the charge against which he must
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Doorbal and similar cases were decided under the misapprehension aggravators

are not essential elements of the offense that must be proven beyond a reasonable

doubt to the satisfaction of a unanimous jury during the guilt phase process.5

Based on the thinking behind those cases, the decision to initiate a capital

prosecution was taken away from the grand jury since aggravators were not

considered elements. We now know this cannot be the case. Hurst.

Even before Hurst, the federal courts were applying Ring to the Federal

Death Penalty Act. In U.S. v. Sampson,245 F.Supp.2d 327 (Mass. 2003), the court

said "[b]ecause the intent and aggravating factors requirements of the Federal

Death Penalty Act must now be treated procedurally as elements of an offense for

which the death penalty is authorized, z grand j,rry must agree with the

Department of Justice that it is permissible and appropriate that a defendant

be exposed to the death penalty and give him notice in the indictment of the

alleged grounds for imposing it." femphasis added]. See also U.S. v. Robinson,

defend" and, second, "enables [a defendant] to plead an acquittal or conviction in
bar of future prosecutions for the same offense."
s Hurst specifîcally overruled Spaziano v. Florida,468 U.S. 447,104 S.Ct. 3154,
82 L.Ed.2d 340, and Hildwin v. Florida, 490 U.S. 63 8, 109 S.Ct. 2055, 104
L.F,d.zd728, and abrogating Bottoson v. Moore, 833 So.2d 693, Tedder v. State,
322 5o.2d908, Blachuelder v. State,851 So.2d 650, and State v. Steele,92I So.2d
538. The undersigned would argue it invalidated more than just those cases. Hurst
invalidated any decision premised on the assumptions that led to the above
decisions. In particular, any decision premised on the assumption aggravators are

not elements is wrongly decided.
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367 F.3d278 (sth Cir.2004); US. v. Allen,406 F.3d 940 (8th Cir. 2005), and U.,S.

Attorney's Manual Title 9, Section 9-10.090(requiring death eligibility findings be

made by grand j,rry, even if Attorney General determines to seek death penalty)

Since the United States Supreme Court's plurality decision in Furman v,

Georgia,4O8 U.S. 238 (1972), Florida has legislated responses designed to

maintain its policy decision to impose the death penalty. Until the recent decisions

by the United States Supreme Court in Hurst v. Florida 136 S.Ct. 616 (2016) and

the Florida Supreme Court's decision following the remand of the same case6, the

method was to convene a grandjury to seek an indictment against the defendant

for either premeditated murder or felony murder. The State would then later notiff

the defendant of the State Attomey's decision regarding their intent to seek the

death penalty. Significantly, the grand jury was not a party to that decision, as

aggravatrng factors were not legislated as elements of the offense. The trial court

would then conduct a guilt phase that was based on the charges in the indictment

and, if a jury returned a verdict of guilty as charged, the case would then proceed

into a second þenalty) phase, where the issues arising from the State's notice of

intent are litigated. There, the jury determined whether abare majority of its

members believed one of a list of aggravating factors were proven.T

6 Hurst v. State,202 So.3d 40 (Fla. 2016).
7 In2009, the Florida Supreme Court grafted on a ooreasonable doubt" level of
proof requirement through its amendment of the standard jury instructions. ,See
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If at least one of the above criteria was proven to the satisfaction of the

majority (making the defendant "death eligible"), then the jury would engage in a

weighing of the aggravating factors they found against the mitigating factors

presented by the defense. Based on those weighing of factors, the jury would

arrive at a vote regarding its recommendation of life or death. The trial court

would then conduct a"Spencer"s hearing. There, more evidence could be

presented to the trial court regarding the appropriate sentence. Following the

Spencer hearing, the trial court would announce its decision, while giving its due

statutory deference to the jrrry's recommendation. See Section 92 1.141, Florida

Statutes (2015)

In Hurst v. Florida, 136 S.Ct. 616, I93 L.Ed.2d 504 (2016), the Court found

Florida's death penalty scheme unconstitutional on Sixth Amendment, not Eighth

Amendment, grounds. SpecificaIly, the court held the aggravating factors under

Section 92I.I4I were not constitutionally cognizable as "circumstances" subject to

a majority jury recommendation, but rather would have to be elements found by a

jury to be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Though argued by many for years

Florida Standard Jury Instructions in Criminal Cases 7.1I and In re Standard Jury
Instructions in Criminal Cases-Report No. 2005-2,22 So.3d 17 (FIa.2009). That
burden of proof was not a function of the legislative process and though reasonable
doubt was the standard, there was still no unanimity requirement. A majority
finding of proof beyond a reasonable doubt sufficed.
8 Spencerv. State,615 So.2d 688 (Fla.1993)
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priore, the right to have a jury decide the full panoply of issues in a capital case

began to find voice after years of post-Greggr0 dormancy in Apprendi v. New

Jersey,530 U.S. 466, 494, 120 S.Ct. 2348, I47 L.Ed.2d 435 (2000).t I In Apprendi,

the United States Supreme Court held that any fact that "expose[s] the defendant to

a greater punishment than that authorized by the jury's guilty verdict" is an

ooelement" that must be submitted to a jury. ln Ring v. Arizona,536 U.S. 584, 608,

n. 6, 122 S.Ct. 2428, 153 L.Ed .2d 556 (2002), the Court applied the concepts in

Apprendi to capital punishment cases. In Ring, the Court held a sentencing scheme

allowing the judge to find the facts necessary to sentence a defendant to death was

unconstitutional. Significantly, when compared to Florida's death scheme, the

Arizona statute at least required the elements necessary to a death sentence be

proven beyond a reasonable doubt - albeit to the satisfaction of only one voter -
the trial court judge. Florida's death penalty scheme, as of the day before the U.S.

Supreme Court decision in Hurst, never included such a requirement, unless you

credit the Florida Supreme Court's decision to graft a majority (not unanimous)

e See, e.g., State v. Wqlton,769 P.2d l0I7 (Ariz., 1989)(wh atlater came to be
known as ooRing" arguments made in the mid-1980's).
t0 Gregg v. Georgia,428 U.S. I 53,96 S.Ct. 2909,49L.F,d.2d 59 (1976).
rr Perhaps even earlier. See Neder v. (J.5., 527 U.S. I,lI9 S.Ct. 1827,I44L.8d.2d
35 (1999)(materiality is an essential element of fraud charge omitted from jnry's
consideration but etror harmless on the facts of the particular case).
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finding of proof beyond a reasonable doubt into the standard jury instructions. In

re Støndard Jury Instructions in Criminal Cases-Report No. 2005-2, suprq.

The Florida Supreme Court reviewed Hurst on remand from the U.S.

Supreme Court. Hurst v. State,202 So.3d 40 (Fla. 2016). A majority of this Court

found there was a requirement of not only a unanimous verdict on the issue of

whether an aggravator was proven, but furthermore a unanimous recommendation

on the appropriate sentence. Justice Canady, writing in dissent, pointed out the

difference between aggravators as elements of the offense and the necessity of

subjective judgment involved in comparing aggravators to mitigators. Id. atSl-82.

It appears from the ruling that the majority does not reject this dichotomy but

rather accepts it while still treating that comparison as an element requiring

unanimity.

It is worth noting that jurors in other contexts "weigh" facts to determine

what is reasonable or fair all the time. For example, juries around this state

frequently determine whether someone was negligent as outlined in Florida

Standard Jury Instruction in Civil Cases 4.1. The decision comes down to

weighing the evidence to determine something that can be quite esoteric. The

same is true in the criminal context with regard to, for example, manslaughter by

culpable negligence. Section 782.07, Florida Statutes
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The 2016 attempted revision by the Florida Legislature as well as the 2077

revisionr2 further provided for notice by the State Attorney of the intent to seek the

death penalty with an additional requirement the notice identifu the aggravating

factors to be proven. Section 775.082(1)(b),Florida Statutes. In other words,

probable cause and notice of the essential elements that give rise to a capital

prosecution are not found and announced by a grand jury as required by the Florida

Constitution, but rather come after a finding by a state attorney alone with notice to

the defendant via email. The grand jury is unlawfully cut out of the process that

determines whether the offense is a capital one or not. The fact of the matter is

that if the Defendant was convicted solely on the allegations contained in the

indictment handed down by the grand jury in the individual counts, he is not "death

eligible."

The thing that takes a first-degree murder case with an upper limit penalty of

life in prison and turns it into a capital murder case punishable by death is the

existence of some aggravating element that exposes the citizen to the death

penalty. No grand jury in Florida has found aî aggravating element in an

indictment in the post-Furman era) because they have never been asked to. No

such aggravating element currently exists under Florida statutory law, and no such

element existed on the date of the alleged offenses here.

12 2016-13, Laws of Florida, 2017-1, Laws of Florida
t7



"Capital crimes" are those that are punishable by death. Article I, Section

15(a) of the Florida Constitution provides "[n]o person shall be tried for capital

crime without presentment or indictment by a grand jrty. .."r3 Article I, Section 14

of the Florida Constitution notes a long-known distinction between capital crimes

and crimes punishable by life. Fla. R. Crim. P. 3.1a0@)(l) reiterates the

constitutional requirement an offense that may be punished by death shall be

prosecuted by indictment. There are two points in the process of seeking a capital

penalty against a citizen where jurors can intervene and say "no." The first is at

the grand jury stage,ta andthe second is at the sentencing stage. For example, the

13 Prior to 1934, the Florida Constitution provided for grand jury indictment in all
felony cases. See, e.g., Article I, Section 16, 1838 Constitution. In the 1865

constitution, there was a provision for allowing the legislature to create an

exception in non-capital cases. See, Article 1, Section 16, Florida Constitution
(1965). The provision for an exception was gone in 1868. See Article 1, Section
18, Florida Constitution (1868)(providing for capital or otherwise "infamous"
crimes). See also Article l, Section 10, Florida Constitution (1885)(indictment or
presentment required for prosecution of capital crime or other felony).
14 While courts appropriately refrain from commenting on decisions by grand
juries declining to indict someone, there are often legal experts who are left to
argue "nullification" hypotheses in the face of grand jury decisions not to indict in
cases of alleged crimes by law enforcement officers and others. Grand juries and
juries in general often make decisions the government and its citizens may disagree
with but the system we have chosen for ourselves as part of selÊgoverning is to
give juries the final word on charging decisions in a myriad of situations. Burlcs v.

United States,437 U.S. | (1973). ("[W]e necessarily accord absolute finality to a
jury's verdict of acquittal-no matter how erroneous its decision."). Justice
Canady pointed out in his dissent in Haygood v. State, 109 So.3d 735 (FIa.2013)
"[a]lthough jurors have the capacity to nullifu, it is not the proper role of courts to
encourage nullification." Citing U.S. v. Polouizzi,564F.3d 142, 162-63 (2d Cir.
2009). Conversely though, the courts and the legislature lack the authority to

18



Florida Supreme Court, in Hurst, 202 So.3d at 47 -58,said: "[w]e equally

emphasize that by so holding, we do not intend to diminish or impair the jury's

right to recommend a sentence of life even if it finds aggravating factors were

proven, were sufficient to impose death, and that they outweigh the mitigating

circumstances." Grand juries enjoy that same discretion. This has been true

throughout our constitutional history. Florida has always rejected the notion of a

'oone man grand jrrry"tt in capital cases. In a similar vein, Blackstone wrote:

"For so tender is the law of England of the lives of the subjects, that
no man can be convicted at the suit of the king of any capital offence,
unless by the unanimous voice of twenty four of his equals and
neighbours; that is, by twelve at least of the grand jury, in the fìrst
place, assenting to the accusation; and afterwards, by the whole petit
jrrry, of twelve more, finding him guilty upon his trial."

Blackstone, Commentaries, 4: 298-307, 3 17 - 19, 3 42-50, 3 52-5 5

Each and every element of the offense charged must be charged in the

indictment or information. Until Furman,l2T years' worth of grand juries in

Florida handed down indictments in capital cases that contained all the elements of

the offense. In the instant case, 12 grandjurors did not determine to knowingly

initiate a capital prosecution of the Defendant, 1 state attorney did. The only thing

construct a system bypassing the jury's capacity to nulliff and more broadly taking
away their exclusive province to hand down an indictment or render a verdict.
15 State ex rel. Hardee v. Allen,I72 5o.222 (FLa.1937)(county solicitor as a one
man grandj".y).
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72 grandjurors did was indict the Defendant for first-degree murder punishable by

life without finding and alleging any aggravating elements.

The Florida Constitution does not permit the state charging a citizenwith a

capital crime using the current process. The Defendant did not consent to such a

method. His trial counsel failed to argue the fact the indictment does not allege a

capital offense. The Defendant was prejudiced by being exposed to a penalty

beyond what the charges provided for. More simply, he was denied the deliberative

process the Florida Constitution guarantees him.

ln Crawford v. washington,s4l u.S. 36 (2004), the U.S. Supreme Court,

addressing the confrontation clause, pointed out the clause does not command

evidence be reliable, "but that reliability be assessed in a particular manner: by

testing in the crucible of cross-examination." 54r U.S. at 61. Likewise, the

Florida Constitution does not provide probable cause be guaranteed through a

charging document in a capital case, but rather that probable cause to charge

capital murder is tested by deliberation and decision through a grand jury made up

of regular, ordinary citizens. rn Vasquez v. Hillery,474U.S.254 (1986), the

United States Supreme Court took note of the breadth of the grand jury's role:

"The grand jury does not determine only that probable cause exists to
believe that a defendant committed a crime, or that it does not. In the hands
of the grand jury lies the power to charge a greater offense or a lesser
offense; numerous counts or a single count; and perhaps most significant of
all, a capital offense or a noncapital ofibnse-all on the basis of the same
facts. Moreover, "[t]he grand jury is not bound to indict in every case
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where a conviction can be obtained." United States v. Ciambrone, 601 F.2d
616,629 (CA2 1979) (Friendly, J., dissenting). Thus, even if a grand jury's
determination of probable cause is confirmed in hindsight by a conviction
on the indicted offense, that confirmation in no way suggests that the
discrimination did not impermissibly infect the framing of the indictment
and, consequently, the nature or very existence of the proceedings to
come.t'76r17

Here, the framing of the indictment is unconstitutionally limited by the scope of

the inquiry assigned to the grand j.rry.tt

What the State misapprehends is the fact the grand jury's duty is not to

provide notice to an accused. Notice is the ancillary by-product of the grand jury

process. The grand jury is a deliberative body, one the People through our state

constitution have tasked with determining if there is probable cause to unleash the

govemment's power to take the life of a fellow cittzen. There is, as was noted in

16 The decision not to indict for a capital offense is not jury nullification - it is the
use of discretion that is reserved to the People by the People. By design, grand
juries are not passive enablers of the State's will. They arc the State's superior.
Govemment comes from the consent of the governed. At least it does in our
country. The decision to use grand juries to decide about capital prosecutions is a
power the People have determined the government can't have.

rTIn dissent at 474 U.S. at 629,Iustice Powell framed the majority's ruling this
way: 'oThe Court nevertheless decides that discrimination in the selection of the
grand jury potentially harmed respondent, because the grand jury is vested with
broad discretion in deciding whether to indict and in framing the charges, and

because it is impossible to know whether this discretion would have been exercised
differently by a properly selected grand jrrry."
r8 Powell argued harmless effor should be found based on the verdict at trial. The

majority rejected that argument. The harmless effor argument will be further
addressed later in this brief.
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the initial Petition, a cynicism about the grand jury process at the heart of the

State's continuing dismissal of its significance. That cynicism is not only part of

the prosecutorial thinking on the subject. In the grand jury instructions themselves,

the authors take greatpains to lead grand jurors in the direction of validating the

State's desired outcome. Florida's grand jury instructions invite grand jurors to

give "strong consideration" to the advice of the prosecutor, whose

"recommendations usually are both practical and well-founded." Fla. Grand Jury

Instruction2.6 and 2.8. Those recommendations address only the issues the State

permits grand jurors to deliberate on. They have been denied their constitutional

right to deliberate on aggravators and the balancing of aggravators and mitigators

They furthermore are denied their ability to investigate potential mitigators by

having those issues removed from their consideration. A grand jury would be

within its rights to subpoena family members of the accused, as well as subpoena

records they may deem pertinent to the issue of mitigation. Section 905. 185,

Florida Statutes. Prosecutors work for the grand jury, not vice versa. In short,

both the accused and the citizens making up the grand jury have rights at stake here

that have been, and continue to be, stripped away from them by the legislature with

the consent of the courts.

Thus, the right to have a possible capital case submitted to a grand jury is

not only a right belonging to the Petitioner, but it is also a substantive right of the
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grand jurors themselves. In taking issues away from grand jurors, the State is

denying those citizens their right to participate in government in away that is

particularly and uniquely reserved to them - by them. By design, grand juries are

wholly separate from the executive, legislative and judicial branches.re The U.S.

Supreme Court has held citizens such as the Petitioner have the right to assert the

third-party interests ofjurors and by extension - grand jurors. In Georgia v

McCollum, 505 U.S. 42 (1992), our highest court held a party had standing to

object to the other party's discriminatory use of peremptory challenges. The Court

cited another of its cases, Powers v. Ohio,499 U.S. 400 (1991) which addressed

where third pafty rights could be asserted by a litigant. There, the Court noted

generally "[t]he jury acts as a vital check against the wrongful exercise of power

by the State and its prosecutors." 499 U.S. at 412. The Court then built on that

point by adding "[t]he intrusion of racial discrimination into the jury selection

le In United States v. Chanen , 549 F .2d 1306, 13 12 (9th Cir. 1977) the Ninth
Circuit stated:

"[U]nder the constitutional scheme, the grand jury is not and should
not be captive to any of the three branches. The grand jury is a pre-
constitutional institution, see United States v. Calandra,4l4 U.S. 338,
342-43,94 S.Ct. 613, 38 L.Ed.zd56l (1974), given constitutional
stature by the Fifth Amendment but not relegated by the Constitution
to a position within any of the three branches of the government. ooThe

federal grand jury is a constitutional fixture in its own right ...." Nixon
v. Sirica, 159 U.S.App.D.C. 58,487 F.2d700,712 n.54 (1973)"

This is likewise true of the role the grand jury plays under Florida constitutional
law in capital cases.
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process damages both the fact and perception of this guarantee." Id. In the same

sense, the denial of the opportunity to deliberate and decide whether all the

elements necessary to a capital prosecution exist damages both the fact and the

perception of the guarantee that their work is a check against the wrongful exercise

of power by the State and its prosecutors. Here, the State and its prosecutors have

taken away the power of the grand jury to rule on the very issues that would dictate

whether the state is limited to seeking a life sentence or is allowed to pursue the

death penalty. See also, Doe v. Bolton,4l0 U.S. 179 (1973)(Doctors had standing

to challenge an abortion statute); Eisenstadt v. Baird,405 U.S. 438

(I972)(lndividual handing out free contraceptive foam had standing to assert rights

of single persons seeking contraceptives); Truax v. Raich,239 U.S. 33

( 1 915)(employee could assert rights of employ er); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268

U.S. 5I0 (I925)(owners of private schools entitled to assert rights of potential

pupils and parents); Barcows v. Jacl<son,346 U.S. 249 (1953)(white defendant had

right to assert the rights of potential African-American purchasers of property that

had a racially biased restrictive deed covenant).

In Rose v. Mitchell,443 U.S. 545 (1979), the U.S. Supreme Court held racial

discrimination in the selection of a grand jury is a valid ground for setting aside a

criminal conviction even where the defendant has been found guilty beyond a

reasonable doubt at an otherwise constitutionally fair trial. So, from that it is fair
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to say the verdict atftial does not negate the errors made in failing to allow grand

jury deliberation as to all elements necessary to seek death. This Court has

conceded aggravators and the weighing of aggravators and mitigators are on "par

with elements of a greater offense." Hurst,202 So.3d 40 at 58 (2016). As far as

the scope of the grand jury'r historic duties are concemed, Florida has always

linked itself to the common law as it existed "down to the 4th day of July, I776."

See, e.g., Section 2.01, Florida Statutes.20 The post'Furman departure from

Florida's long long-held practice of requiring grand jurors deliberate on all

elements of a capital case should never have happened, as it was a denial of the

substantive rights of the grand jurors and the Petitioner as well. A citizen has a

substantive right not to be punished in excess of that provided for in the charging

document.

It frankly makes the debate in Ayala v. Scott,224 So.3d 755 (Fla. 2017),

comical, as neither party is correct. The grand jury decides whether the death

penalty is on the table initially, not a local state attorney and certainly not a

governor. The battleground in that case is symptomatic of how far the State has

strayed from its constitutional imperatives. A state attorney may decline to seek

the death penalty and pursue the lesser offense of first degree murder simpliciter,

20 As of July 4,1776, grand juries were a robust "indispensable" engine ofjustice.
See, e.g., D. Younger, The People's Panel: The Grand Jury in the United States,

1634-1941, at26, Wisconsin, Brown University Press (1963).
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but that is their only role. This Court in Hurst reasserted that federal constitutional

rights are a floor, not a ceiling. Hurst,202 So.3d at 57 . Citing State v. Kelly,999

So.2d 1029,1042 (F1a.2008). Florida has chosen to give its citizens a protection

against prosecutorial overreach in the particular instance of capital cases and has

linked the right to grand jury consideration of those offenses to the long common

law history of that august body. Never has the state formally retreated from the

requirement that all elements of a capital murder be submitted to a grand jury for

deliberation. Instead, its retreat was accomplished through stealth. Who is

charged with deciding if the elements of capital murder are met? In Florida, it is

the grand jrrry. Prosecutors have no authority to take that away. Legislators have

no authority to take that away. Governors have no authority to take that away.

Courts have no authority to take that away. Constitutional rights do not tum on

semantic gameplay. Aggravators and the weighing of aggravators and mitigators

are either elements or they are not. It is clear that they are.

In fact, at a rudimentary level, the entire factlelement paradigm is

wrongheaded. It is not that facts need to be given the status of elements but rather

it is elements that are a subset of facts. Essential facts must be found by a jury -

and therefore by a grand jury as well. The phrase "elements of the crime" appears
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only four times in American decisional law prior to 1850.21 The first two instances

occurred during the trial of Aaron Burr in 1807. U.S. v. Burr,25 F.Cas. 38 (Circuit

Court D. Virginia 1807); U.S. v. Burr,25 F.Cas 55 (Circuit Court, D. Virginia

1 807). It next appeared in 183 8 and then nine years later in 1847 . Com. V.

Kneeland,2O Pick. 206 (Mass. 1838); Camp v. State,3 Kelly 417 (Georgia,7847).

Between 1850 and 1870, the phrase appears only 25 times. Between 1870 and

1890 the phrase appears 145 times.22 During the final decade of the 1800's, it

appears 192 times nationally. The phrase first appears in Florida decisional law on

February 16, 1894 in Langþrd v. State,33 FIa. 233 (Fla. 1894). Long before

"elements" became a term of art in our jurisprudential vernacular, there were only

"facts" that had to be found by a grand ju.y and proven beyond a reasonable doubt

to a petit jrrty. ooElements" is merely a highbrow substitute for its synonymous kin

- "facts." Their legal significance is identical.23 There is no legitimate line of

demarcation between the two. Again, if the goal is to eliminate or neuter the grand

21 This is based on a Westlaw search using the phrase 'oelements of the crime" with
all databases, state and federal, activated.
22 DimitrîMendeleev published his work on the Periodic Table of Elements in
1869, a system of classifuing and organizing articulable facts about atoms. The
undersigned would not go so far as to assert as fact the relationship between law
and scientific nomenclature, but he would assert a decent argument could be made

in support of such an assertion.
23 Justice Breyer, dissenting in Blakely, infra., conceded that "classically speaking,
the difference between a traditional sentencing factor and an element of a greater
offense often comes down to a legislative choice about which label to afftx." 542

U.S. at 329.
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jury, then do it head on.24 The process of killing it through the use of meaningless

distinctions is an act unworthy of a constitutional government.

Justice Scalia touched on the dangers of this methodology in Blakely v

Washingtonzs whenhe wrote a'Jury could not function as circuitbreaker in the

State's machinery ofjustice if it were relegated to making a determination that the

defendant at some point did something wrong, a mere preliminary to a judicial

inquisition into the facts of the crime the State actually seeks to punish." Justice

Scalia ended the opinionin Blakely with another point worth considering here.

"The Framers would not have thought it too much to demand that, before depriving

a man of three more years of his liberty, the State should suffer the modest

inconvenience of submitting its accusation to the 'unanimous suffrage of twelve of

his equals and neighbors' fcitation omitted], rather than a lone employee of the

State." Id. at 313-4. It is entirely reasonable to say it should follow that before the

State of Florida seeks to charge a citizen with a capital offense, it should suffer the

2a Lest anyone forget, the Hurtado decision finding there is no incorporation of the
federal constitutional right to grand jury is based on the California's 19th Century
determination not to use grand juries. See, Hurtado v. Califurnía, 110 U.S. 516
(1884). Florida's 1968 renewal of its commitment to the grand jury ought to be
probative, if not dispositive of our citizen's dedication and rededication to the
principle a grand jury rather than a state attorney should initially determine if the
elements exist to prosecute a capital crime.
25 542 u.s.296 (2004).
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modest inconvenience of finding out whether a dozen of his equals and neighbors,

as opposed to a lone employee of the State, sanction such a decision.

At the heart of all of this is a disrespect for citizenjurors. The most

damning, though unintentional, statement of purpose regarding jury participation in

the capital offense process came from this Court in Dixon v. State,283 So.2d 1

(FIa. 1973). Dixon was of course the Court's decision approving Florida's post-

Furmqn death penalty template. There, this Court touted the new approach to

death penalty cases by noting "the inflamed emotions ofjurors can no longer

sentence amanto die." Id. at 8. "To alayman, no capital crime might appear to be

less than heinous, but a trial judge with experience in the facts of criminality

possesses the requisite knowledge to balance the facts of the case against the

standard criminal activity which can only be developed by involvement with the

trials of numerous defendants." Id. The thoughts ofjurors were certainly

welcome, but they lacked the expertise to evaluate the factual bases for a death

sentence.26 Hurst has once and for all gutted that premise.2T Returning once aga\n

26 This is not to say Florida was alone in its thinking. See, e.g., Prffitt v. Florida,
4291J.5.242, at252 and fn. 10. The slow erosion of respect for juries actually
goes back to the last quarter of the 19th Century. See, e.g., Kent, Andrew, "The
Jury and Empire: The Insular Cases and the Anti-Jury Movement in the Gilded
Age and ProgressiveEta," forthçoming in 91 S. Cal. L. Rev. lll (2018). (page 10

et. seq. of the draft, available online at:
https : /þapers. s srn. com/sol3 /papers. cfm?abstract_id:29 47 869
27 Evenif the People's reservation of their right to find probable cause for a capital
offense was based on their concern a state attorney may be too weak-kneed to
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to the late Justice Scalia, he wrote in dissent in In Re Davis,557 U.S. 952 (2009)

that the "Court has never held that the Constitution forbids the execution of a

convicted defendant who has had a full and fair trial but is later able to convince a

habeas corpus court that he is 'actually' innocent." Without conceding the larger

point he made it is worth noting that it is an extension of his statement in Crawþrd

that the Constitution does not guarantee a specific result, but it does quite

specifically guarantee how the state's hypothesis is to be tested. The Florida

constitutional provision regarding grand juries is likewise quite specific. From its

inception, Florida's post-Furman approach to capital cases has been comrpted by

its disregard for the role ofjurors, grand and petit.

In 1968 the People of the State of Florida reaffirmed its centuries old

decision requiring grand juries decide whether there was probable cause to indict a

fellow citizen for a capital offense. Less than 5 years later, the Legislature took

this constitutional authority away, with the court's imprimatur. Under our state

constitution, the goveffìment must seek the grand j,rry's consent to initiate a capital

prosecution. The State did not getthat consent in this case. They only got consent

to seek a life sentence. The error here is therefore not "harmless" but in fact the

pursue the death penalty, the constitutional dictate remains the same. The limiting
principle on ultimately seeking and imposing the death penalty are provided by
other portions of the state and federal constitutions.
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effor is as harmful as it gets. Chapman v. Califurnia2s holds that courts may

declare the error harmless only if the prosecution "prove[s] beyond a reasonable

doubt that the effor ... did not contribute to the verdict." The error here inevitably

contributes to the verdict because the verdict is a function of the charging

document.

Grand juries engage in a deliberative and decision-making process, just as

state attomeys do. There are amyriad of reasons a grand jury may make a decision

on whether to seek prosecution for a charge that can result in death. Under Florida

constitutional law, in every other case other than a capital one, the state makes that

decision unilaterally and engages in the weighing process within the confines of

their own conscience. These state attomeys speak as the conscience of the

community - their representative. They are elected to make that decision. By

contrast, the grand jury is the conscience of the community charged with making

the most grave decision a society can make; and rather than just one person, there

must be at least 12 citizens making that judgment. In 1965, Judge Minor Wisdom

wrote of:

"the power of the grand jury to shield suspected law violators. By
refusing to indict, the grand jury has the unchallengeable power to
defend the innocent from government oppression by unjust
prosecution. And it has the equally unchallengeable power to shield
the guitty, should the whims of the jurors or their conscious or

28 386 u.s. 1B (1967)
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subconscious response to community pressures induce twelve or more
jurors to give sanctuary to the guilty."

tl,S. v. Cox, 342 F .2d. 167 , at 1 90- 1 91 (5th Cir. 1965)(T[isdom, specially

concurring). Judge Wisdom also observed in the Cox case that "[t]he Grand Jury

earned its place in the Bill of Rights by its shield, not by its sword." Id. at 186.

Under the Florida Constitution it is likewise first a shield. To the extent it is a

sword, it is one the grand jury must elect to deploy and pass to the state.

Counsel is aware of the Florida Supreme Court decision in Kevin Don

Foster v. State,2o18 WL 6379348, (Fla. 2018). The Florida Supreme Court's

decision, to the extent it is relevant here, is deeply flawed in two respects federally

based on the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Hurst v. Florida,I93 L.Ed.2d 504

(20t6):

First, the Foster court states

'oBefore we proceed, we note that under Florida law, there is no crime
expressly termed "capital first-degree murder." Florida law prohibits
first-degree murder, which is, by definition, a capital crime. This
distinction, while subtle, is essential, because contrary to Foster's
argument, it is not the Hurst findings that establish first-degree murder
as a capital crime for which the death penalty may be imposed.
Rather, in Florida, first-degree murder is, by its very definition, a

capital felony.
{€***
"These statutes and the rule of procedure illustrate that the Hurst
penalty phase findings are not elements of the capital felony of first-
degree murder." [emphasis added]
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This assertion was expressly rejected by the United States Supreme Court in

Hurst v. Florida, where the Court stated "any fact that "exposefs] the defendant to

a greater punishment than that authorizedby the j.rry's guilty verdict" is an

"element" that must be submitted to a jury.

Second, the Foster court asserts:

"In sum, a conviction for f,rrst-degree murder, a capital felony, solely
consists of the jury having unanimously found the elements set forth
in the substantive first-degree murder statute and the relevant jury
instruction."

Again, this assertion was expressly rejected by the Hurst court when it stated: "As

with Timotþ Ring, the maximum punishment Timotþ Hurst could have received

without any judge-made findings was life in prison without parole." In other

words, ajury verdict of first-degree murder does not constitute a capital felony (i.e.

one that on its own exposes a citizento capital punishment) in the absence of the

existence of other elements found by the juty. This is entirely consistent with

Justice Scalia's concurring remarks in Ring regarding "placing the aggravating-

factor determination (where it logically belongs anyway) in the guilt phase." ,See

Ring v. Arizona,635 U.S.584 at 612 (2002). He is correct.

More fundamentally, Foster analyzes the issue as one of due process, as this

is the only argument put forth by the petitioner in that case. Foster may very well

be a solid decision if there was only a Fifth Amendment. The existence of the

Sixth Amendment is why Foster does not control here and it more broadly makes
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Foster irrelevant. It is of as much value as saying the Commerce Clause or the

Third Amendment prohibition against quartering soldiers is not a bar to imposition

of the death penalty. While it's true, it's beside the point. Apprendi, Ring and

Hurst are all based on a Sixth Amendment analysis, which makes the argument put

forth in Foster all the more confusing. It has led to confusion in the legal

community because although this Court was very much aware it was deciding only

a Fifth Amendment issue, some practitioners believe it was deciding something

much broader. See, e.g., oral arguments at SC18-150, Shawn Rogers v. State of

Florida at 1 minute 47 seconds, et. seq., into the video of oral arguments (Question

by Justice Luck to attorney Richard M. Bracey III).

Trial counsel was ineffective in failing to raise this issue at the outset of the

case and moreover for failing to argue this point when it came time to argue the

correct instructions for the trier of fact to rely on. Appellate counsel failed in this

respect as well. The error is fundamental and without this error, the state would

have been limited to seeking a life sentence. This case should remanded to the

circuit court with directions to sentence the Defendant to life

ISSUE II: APPELLATE COUNSEL WAS DEFICIENT IN FAILING TO
ARGUE FUNDAMENTAL ERROR IN THE TRIAL COURT NOT BEING

BOUND BY A JURY INSTRUCTION REQUIRING A PRESUMPTION
OF LIFE JUST AS THERE IS A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE

IN THE GTIILT PHASE
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The defense did not request at sentencing, nor did appellate counsel argue on

appeal, that the following instruction or one similar to it:

"Just as a citizen is presumed innocent in the guilt phase of a trial, he

or she is likewise entitled to the presumption that life without parole is
the appropriate sentence in this case. You must therefore presume the
Defendant is entitled to a life sentence. This presumption stays with
the Defendant as to each material allegation necessary to overcome this
presumption. This presumption stays with the Defendant through each

stage of the sentencing process until it has been overcome by evidence
Oto the exclusion of and beyond a reasonable doubt. You should not
form any definite or fixed opinion on the merits of the State's case until
you have heard all the evidence, the argument of the lawyers and the
instructions on the law by this Court."

This instruction is an amalgam of Standard Instruction 2.1 and Standard

Instruction3.7 and adjusted to reflect the issues in the sentencing phase.

Florida Standard Jury Instruction in Criminal Case 3.7 says "you must

presume or believe the defendant is innocent. The presumption stays with the

Defendant as to each material allegation in the charging document through each

stage of the trial unless it has been overcome by evidence to the exclusion of and

beyond a reasonable doubt."

The relevantpart of Florida Standard Jury Instruction in Criminal Cases 2.1

says: "[y]ou should not form any definite or fixed opinion on the merits of the case

until you have heard all the evidence, the argument of the lawyers and the

instructions on the law by the judge."
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The easiest place to start a search to determine ifthere is in facta "presumption

of life" is to look at the 5th Amendment to the United States Constitution2e which

says "life, liberty and property" shall not be taken absent due process of law. The

language of the amendment itself not only presumes but demands life not be taken

away by the goveÍrment without due process. Article I, Section 2 of the Florida

Constitution commences with the following language: o'Basic rights.-All natural

persons, female and male alike, are equal before the law and have inalienable rights,

among which are the right to enjoy and defend life and liberty."

Life is the most basic of rights. Significantly, "life" precedes o'liberty" in both

texts. It is axiomatic that the "liberty" right includes a requirement that before

someone is deprived of their liberty, they are to be presumed innocent. Separately,

the government is given the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt a citizen

has engaged in conduct warranting a tempotary or pennanent deprivation of

2e As Justice Scalia (who eschewed the idea of a "living constitution") wrote in A
Matter of Interpretation: Federal Courts and the Law, (A-y Gutmann ed.,1997):

"If you go into a constitutional law class, or study a constitutional law
case, book, or read a brief field in a constitutional law case, you will
rarely find the discussion addressed to the text of the constitutional
provision that is at issue, or to the question of what was the originally
understood or even the originally intended meaning of the text."

p9.39. The analysis offered in this motion starts with the constitutional text itself
and links are then made to relevant decisions interpreting that text.
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liberty. Given that "life" precedes "liberty" on both the state and federal lists of

basic rights, it logically follows that the presumption against taking a person's life

is entitled to at least the same panoply of protections attaching to personal liberty.

It is clear the deprivation of life discussed in the 5th Amendment specifically

implicates the death penalty. As Justice Scalia indicated on numerous occasions, the

5th Amendment right to not be deprived of life without due process is proof that the

death penalty cannot be unconstitutional as that language specifically presumes the

existence of a death penalty. See, e.g., Glossip v. Gross, 135 S.Ct. 2726 at 2747

(20 1 5)(Sc alia, J ., concurring)

At the end of the oolife, liberty and property" list is of course

"property." LJnder federal forfeiture law, the govemment must prove its case by a

preponderance of the evidence. See, e.g. United States v. Dicter, 198 F.3d 1284,

1289 (1lth Cir. 1999). Under Florida forfeiture law there is greater protection. To

take property the State must prove to a jury there is clear and convincing evidence

of a nexus between contraband and the property the govemment is seeking to

take. See, e.g., Department of Law Enþrcement v. Real Property,588 So.2d 957

(Fla. I99I). So it's clear that as important as each of the three restrictions on

govemmental deprivation are, they have a hierarchy.3O That hierarchy begins with

30 The right to life and liberty appear in both the Declaration of Independence and

the Constitution. Famously, the Declaration adds "the pursuit of happiness" instead
of "property."
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the most basic and most important right--life itself. Without it, it is impossible to

enjoy the other enumerated rights. It would therefore be absurd to suggest there is

no "presumption of life" attaching to the due process interest in life, when there is a

"presumption of innocence" attaching to one's liberty interest. In fact, to attach

lesser protections to life than liberty devalues the former and elevates the latter for

no moral, philosophical, legal or constitutional reason. Moreover, the concepts of

life and liberty are inextricably intertwined when the government seeks not only to

deprive a citizen of liberty in a death penalty case, but of life as well.

Underlying all of this is the fact mitigators, the weighing of aggravators and

mitigators, and the decision for or against mercy, are "elements" of the offense that

must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt under Florida law. See Hurst v. State,

202 So.3d 40 at 57 (Fla. 2016)("we reiterate our holding that before the trial judge

may consider imposing a sentence of death, the jury in a capital case must

unanimously and expressly find all the aggravating factors that were proven beyond

a reasonable doubt, unanimously find that the aggravating factors are sufficient to

impose death, unanimously find that the aggravating factors outweigh the mitigating

circumstances, and unanimously recommend a sentence of death.")

The issue of a jury instruction on the presumption of life does not appear to

have been litigated in Florida. The only instance of a case where an argument was
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made asserting a presumption of life occurred in LYilding v. State, 674 So.2d Il4

(Fla. 1996). In that case, Mr. Wilding's attorney apparently tried to argue to the jury

there is a presumption of life. The trial court sustained a state objection to that

argument. Mr. \Milding's conviction was reversed on other grounds and the issue of

the propriety of arguing a presumption of life was therefore not addressed by the

Court. 674 So.Zd atpage ll5, fn.2.

It is not enough to simply say the instructions on proof beyond a reasonable

doubt suff,rce to cover the presumption of life. ln Cffin v. Uníted States, 156 U.S.

142 (1895), the United States Supreme Court discussed the fact that although they

are connected, the concepts of proof beyond a reasonable doubt and the presumption

of innocence are discrete legal propositions. The Court held the jury must be

informed of both. The Court outlined the long history of both, going all the back to

Deuteronomy and the laws of Sparta and Athens, the Court concluded:

"Concluding, then, that the presumption of innocence is evidence in
favor of the accused, introduced by the law in his behalf, let us consider

what is 'reasonable doubt.' It is, of necessity, the condition of mind
produced by the proof resulting from the evidence in the cause. It is the

result of the proof, not the proof itself, whereas the presumption of
innocence is one of the instruments of proof, going to bring about the
proof from which reasonable doubt arises; thus one is a cause, the other

an effect. To say that the one is the equivalent of the other is therefore
to say that legal evidence can be excluded from the jury, and that such

exclusion may be cured by instructing them correctly in regard to the

method by which they are required to reach their conclusion upon the
proof actually before them; in other words, that the exclusion of an

important element of proof can be justified by correctly instructing as

to the proof admitted. The evolution of the principle of the presumption
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of innocence, and its resultant, the doctrine of reasonable doubt, make
more apparent the correctness of these views, and indicate the necessity
of enforcing the one in order that the other may continue to exist. While
Rome and the Mediaevalists taught that, wherever doubt existed in a
criminal case, acquittal must follow, the expounders of the common
law, in their devotion to human liberty and individual rights, traced this
doctrine of doubt to its true origin,-the presumption of innocence,-
and rested it upon this enduring basis. The inevitable tendency to
obscure the results of a truth, when the truth itself is forgotten or
ignored, admonishes that the protection of so vital and fundamental a

principle as the presumption of innocence be not denied, when
requested, to any one accused of crime. The importance of the
distinction between the two is peculiarly emphasized here, for, after
having declined to instruct the jury as to the presumption of innocence,
the court said: 'If, after weighing all the proofs, and looking only to the
proofs, you impartially and honestly entertain the belief,' etc. Whether
thus confining them to 'the proofs,' and only to the proofs, would have
been error, if the jury had been instructed that the presumption of
innocence was a part of the legal proof, need not be considered, since

it is clear that the failure to instruct them in regard to it excluded from
their minds a portion of the proof created by law, and which they were
bound to consider. 'The proofs, and the proofs only,' confined them to
those matters which were admitted to their consideration by the court;
and, among these elements of proof, the court expressly refused to
include the presumption of innocence, to which the accused was

entitled, and the benefit whereof both the court and the jury were bound
to extend him."

The same logic outlined in Cffin applies to a defendant's right to have the

contours of the presumption of life/innocence made clear to the juty. The factors to

be considered in deciding life or death inhabit the same jurisprudential space as the

factors deciding guilt or innocence. Instructing on reasonable doubt alone does not

suffice any more than it does in the case in chief. The state and federal constitutions

provide for a presumption of innocence and this presumption (the most powerful
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presumption the law provides) protects people against the deprivation of their

liberty. There must therefore be a concomitant presumption of life when life is

identified as the preeminent right we enjoy.

Finally, nothing herein should be construed as an abandonment of the

argument that the proper place for aggravators to be tried is in the "guilt phase." As

of this time the courts have not adopted Justice Scalia's position that aggravators

should be tried in the guilt phase. See Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 at 612-13

(2002)(Scalia, concurring). Until the courts finally adopt this proposition,

defendants are left to argue for a substitute that preserves their right to be presumed

innocent of elements of the offense. The U.S. Supreme Court has made it clear in

Hurst v. Florida that aggravators are elements. ,See Hurst v. Floridq 136 S.Ct. 616

(20r6)

In l4tilliams v. State, 967 So.2d 735 (Fla. 2007), this Court was confronted

with a fact set where the trial court had instructed the jury on the presumption of

innocence generally, but did not repeat the presumption of innocence instruction

when outlining the elements of the underlying felony in a felony murder prosecution.

Id. at 759. In so holding, however, this Court made clear that the reason the error

was not fundamental because presumption of innocence instruction was read. Here

there was no such instruction. Although there was no jrrry, the trial court, when

acting as trier of fact, is bound by the jury instructions as well. The failure to have
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the presumption of life (or innocence if the aggravators were tried in the guilt phase)

utilized as a guiding principle is just as critical regardless of whether the trier of fact

is a judge or a jury. The presumption of innocence is a fundamental part of our

criminal justice system. Failure to instruct the trier of fact on this principle is

fundamental error. See also, Cavagnaro v. State, l17 So.3d 1111 (Fla. 3d DCA

Z}L2)(failure to give presumption of innocence instruction is fundamental error).

The failure to have an instruction directed to the trier of fact insisting there is

a presumption of a life sentence is a fundamental error that entitles the Defendant to

a new sentencing.

ISSUE III APPELLATE COUNSEL FAILED TO ARGUE FUNDAMENTAL
ERRORS IN THE PLEA AND JURY WAIVER

Appellate counsel overlooked many significant issues regarding entry of the

plea in this case. The simplest way to begin a review here involves the normally

basic question of whether this was a plea of no contest or guilty. Florida Rule of

Criminal Procedure 3.I7 2(e) provides:

o'Before the trial judge accepts a guilty or nolo contendere plea, the
judge must determine that the defendant either (1) acknowledges his
or her guilt or (2) acknowledges that he or she feels the plea to be in
his or her best interest, while maintaining his or her innocence."

femphasis added]. Conceding for a moment the proceedings begin with the offer

to proffer a guilty plea, an examination of the plea colloquy shows that the

characterization of whether it is a no contest plea or a guilty plea depends on the
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needs of the State, the trial court and defense counsel at any particular moment in

the process. Rather than transposing the entire plea colloquy here it is attached as

Appendix C to this Petition. The jury trial waiver colloquy appears at Appendix D

to this Petition. It bears noting the problem with Mr. Sanchez-Torres' plea of

"guilty" is inadvertently pointed out in this Court's decision on the Defendant's

direct appeal. This Court quotes the introduction to the plea colloquy:

"DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Your Honor, [Sanchez-ToruesJ is before
the Court. I have met with [Sanchez-TorresJ numerous times qnd

discussed all of his options with him numerous times, and this
morning we are going to enter a plea of guilty with the understanding
that there's no agreement with the State to waive death. We have
reached that decision. 'We've 

discussed various options. 'We've

discussed the fact that he was not the shooter, and-and we believe
that we could present evidence of that.
Despite thefact that he was not the shoot€r, ... [Sanchez-TorresJ
understands that he is just as responsibleþr Mr. Colon's death, and
he believes that this is in his best interest and he is ready and willing
to take responsibilityþr his-for his actions. And, you know, he-he
tried to resolve both of his cases by entering pleas with the State's

agreement to waive death, and that was refused. Anyway, this is his
decision and mine, and he's had time to discuss it with me, with his
mother, and this is what he wants to do."

Sqnchez-Torres v. State,130 So.3d 661 at 671 (Fla. 2013). Rule 3.172(e) does not

provide for a hybridized plea that falls somewhere between "guilty" and "no

contest." The rule requires a specific finding that one or the other exists as

opposed to a little bit of both. The court made no such finding in this case. Not in

the colloquy. Not in the sentencing order. Not even in some boilerplate court
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minutes.3r The plea paperwork itself similarly hybridizes the difference between a

guilty plea and a best interest plea. Appendix E. On the second page of the "Plea

of Guilty" the Defendant asserts and the judge endorses the notion that "[i]n open

Court I have under oath acknowledged to the Judge of this Court that:

"4. I have read and understood this entire plea agreement, including
the rights I am giving up by entering into it;
B. I am not under the influence of any substance, d*9, or condition
(physical, mental, or emotional), which interferes with my
appreciation of this entire plea agreement into which I am entering
and all consequences thereof;
C. I have not been deprived of, and am properly taking, aÍry
medication which is essential to my fuIl, complete, and unimpaired
understanding of the plea agreement and these proceedings;
D. I have entered into and signed this plea of guilty and negotiated
sentence freely and voluntarily;"
E. This plea of guilty form is true and correct in all respects."

femphasis added]

The emphasis is added here because there was no plea agreement and no

"negotiated sentence," yet the Defendant and the trial judge signed a form

acknowledging a non-existent agreement. This is probative as to the Defendant's

understanding of what he was doing at the very least, although that lack of

understanding is apparently shared by the judge, defense counsel, the State of

Florida and the individual or individuals responsible for developing Clay County's

guilty plea form. To add to the confusing nature of Clay County's plea form, there

31 A review of the CCIS website shows no such acknowledgement.
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is a notation at the bottom left hand corner of both pages stating "FeI-027 PLEA

STRAIGHT I-IP." A "straight up" plea is a term of art used in trial courts across

this state to suggest the trial court will be solely responsible for sentencing a

defendant. At the time the form was signed, there had been no waiver of the

Defendant's right to have a jury decide what sentence would be appropriate. Why

a oostraight up" plea form would be used in any criminal case where the state and

defense had reached an agreement is anyone's guess. See again, p. 2 of the form

agreement, Appendix E.

The glaring internal contradictions in the written plea form and the

vagueness with regard to whether this was a guilty plea or a best interests plea was

not argued in any of the lower court post-conviction litigation.

Moreover, insofar as the court inquired of the Defendant during the plea

colloquy regarding promises made to him that led him to give up his right to a jury

trial and enter ap\ea, it is clear he was doing so with one specific expectation: i.e

that his attorneys would be aggressively arguing that he was not the "shooter."

This was central to the Defendant's understanding of the rationale for giving up his

right to trial on the non-capital portion of the case. The record shows he did not

get the benefit of his bargain in that regard. This issue of whether he got the

benefit of the bargain he made was not argued by trial, appellate or post-conviction

counsel.
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As a whole, the record of the plea paperwork itself and plea colloquy and the

clear disconnect between the two show the plea was not knowingly and

intelligently entered. It in fact shows the judge himself didn't understand the

paperwork because he signed a statement attesting to something that was

demonstrably false. None of this was argued on direct appeal. It is impossible to

say this was harmless when the judge himself didn't understand the paperwork he

was signing. The Petitioner is entitled to withdraw his plea.

With regard to the waiver ofjury participation, this Court has held in Tucker

v. state, 559 So.2d 218 (Fla.l990):

"An appropriate oral colloquy will focus a defendant's attention on the
value of a jury trial and should make a defendant aware of the likely
consequences of the waiver."

559 So.2d at 87-88. Although Tucker deals with waivers under Fla. R. Crim. P.

3.260, there is no reason to view the trial court's obligation any differently here.

The entire jury waiver colloquy appears at R. 3208-3211. What the record in this

case shows clearly is that the Petitioner was led to believe if he didn't waive a jury

in Clay County they "would give him death." R 1083. This is a gross

misstatement of the sentencing process. It ignores the fact that a judge has an

independent right to override a death recommendation anyway. It ignores the fact

there is no down side to first submitting the case to the jury for a recommendation

precisely because the judge is an independent actor except that he cannot override
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a life recommendation. It ignores the fact that circuit judge is an elected office, so

any condemnation by trial counsel of "Clay County juries" necessarily is a

condemnation of Clay County voters who decide whether a judge who overrides a

jury recommendation of death keeps his or her job. Finally, it ignores the basic

factthat a jury is an additional obstacle to the State getting the death sentence they

covet. There is no rational reason for a waiver. Here, though, the judge did not

explain the above points to the Defendant.

For all of these reasons, individually and cumulatively, the Petitioner is

entitled to set aside his plea and waiver ofjury sentencing.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, the Petitioner prays this Court grant his petition for writ of

habeas corpus and either remand the case for proceedings consistent with the

Court's order or more specifically order the Defendant sentenced to life

imprisonment.
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